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First: The graphs we have seen time and time again 

 

• Hydraulic fracturing has fundamentally transformed a variety 
of hydrocarbon markets 
 

• Easy one: The natural gas market within the US 
 



Fracking and US Natural Gas Production 
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US Natural Gas Production 



Credited with reducing US GHG emissions 

• Share of electricity coming from coal in 2008: 48.2% 
• Share of electricity coming from coal in 2016: 30.4% 

 
• Share of electricity coming from natural gas in 2008: 21.4% 
• Share of electricity coming from natural gas in 2008: 33.8% 

 
• GHG emissions have followed suit 

– (Great recession hasn’t hurt either) 
 



Fracking and US GHG emissions 
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US Natural Gas Production 



Fracking has also affected other energy markets 

 
• Transformed the geopolitics of oil 

 
• Reduced the amount of market power that OPEC, Saudi Arabia 

and Russia enjoy 
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Petroleum production across key nations 
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But… 
• Economists are much too negative for us to simply accept that 

fracking is all good! 
– Bartik, Currie, Greenstone, and Knittel (CEEPR WP 2016) look at the 

local effects of fracking 
• Find positive net benefits, but there are some negatives 

 

• Knittel, Metaxoglou, and Trindade (Oxf Rev Ec Pol 2016) 
discusses how the net impact on emissions is ambiguous 
– Depends on what happens to the coal displaced in the US 
– We do not estimate the net affect, however 
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Big unknown: Coal exports 
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Goals of current work 
• 1. What is the net effect of cheaper natural gas on CO2 

emissions 
– Many moving parts 

• Drop in US emissions from coal -> natural gas switching GOOD 
• Increase in US coal exports BAD 
• -> Change in other exporting nations’ exports GOOD 
• Drop in LNG prices (not studied today) GOOD/BAD 
• Reduction in renewable R&D (not studied today)  BAD 

• 2. What’s been the major weapon in the “war on coal”? 
– How much of the drop in coal production is due to natural gas prices? 
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May have to rethink the project… 
• Yesterday, US Secretary of State Rick Perry said the following 

while visiting a coal plant in West Virginia: 
 

• “Here’s a little economics lesson: supply and demand. You put 
the supply out there and the demand will follow” 

»--- Rick Perry, July 6, 2017 
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Drawing on a number of papers 
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Fracking and coal export markets 
 

• Rely on recent advances in empirical international trade to 
estimate supply (export) and demand (import) elasticities for 
coal 
 

• Allows us to estimate how the shift out in the US export curve 
affects export decisions of other countries 
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Key graphs 
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Particulars 
• Countries import/export anthracite, bituminous, or “other” 

coal 
• Each country has a supply and demand curve for international 

coal 
• Countries have other-country specific demand for coal 

• Captures trade costs or the suitability of a given supply to local markets 
• Demand is of the Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) variety 

• Empirical challenge: separately estimating supply and demand 
elasticities along with movements in demand during Great 
Recession 
– This is where advances in international trade literature help 
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But-for World 
• Given the estimates, we can ask: “what would have coal 

imports/exports been absent the fracking revolution” 
– Effectively, a shift in of the US-coal export curve 

 

• The model re-calculates trade flows 
 

• Major lesson: I shouldn’t be so cynical 
– US fracking’s main effect was to shift exports around 
– That is, for the most part, the increase in US exports displaced other 

coal exports 
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What would have happened? 
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Winners and losers 
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Lessons 
 

• This work suggests that the decrease in US GHG emissions are 
“real” 
 

• While exports increased, they displaced other coal production 
 

• Lower exports from places like Australia, Czech, etc full offset the 
increase in US exports 

 
• This would suggest more NG is good for CO2, at least in the short to 

medium term 
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Related question: The War on Coal 
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Related question: The War on Coal 
• Can President Trump bring back the coal jobs? 

 
• Comes down to the answer to a basic question: how much of 

the drop in coal production in the US is due to natural gas 
prices?  
– Recall: President Trump also plans to have MORE drilling 

 

• The maximum impact of environmental regulation on coal 
production is 1 – NG-price-effect 
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Decomposing coal production 
 

• Simple exercise: 
• Use regression analysis to decompose state-level coal 

production into the natural gas effect and everything else 
– “Everything else” is the residual 

• The maximum amount that can be explained by regulation 

– More complicated models yield very similar results 
 

• Plot the residuals for different geographic areas 
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US as a whole 
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Regulation<15% 



There have been big losers 



But, shift to Powder River Basin coal 
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Lessons 
 

• Bringing back the coal jobs is likely going to require banning 
fracking 
– Of course President Trump’s goal is to increase fracking 

 

• Different pieces of the President’s energy plan are at odds with 
each other 
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Wrapping up 
 

• While fracking led to an increase in US coal exports, these 
exports displaced other nations’ exports 
 

• The net effect of the cheaper natural gas has been to reduce 
global emissions 
– Works for short term objectives, may not for longer term objectives 

 

• Coal jobs are likely gone for quite some time 
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